
remove some of the problems and inevitable distress from
predictive testing for Huntington's disease.
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Aetiology of peripheral atherosclerosis

Smoking seems especially important

Patients with intermittent claudication are up to four times
more likely than normal people to have coronary artery
disease' 2 and about half will die from a heart attack.3 Con-
versely, patients with coronary artery disease have at least a
fivefold greater risk ofdeveloping intermittent claudication.4-6
These findings reflect the diffuse nature of atherosclerosis.
But why are some people more prone to disease in their
peripheral arteries than their coronary arteries?

Vascular surgeons are justified in believing that smoking is
almost a prerequisite for developing peripheral arterial disease
because over 90% of their patients may give a history
of smoking.7 Studies of intermittent claudication in the
community provide a different perspective: the population
attributable fraction-that is, the percentage of disease
prevalence that may be caused by cigarettes-varies between
a fifth and three quarters. Many subjects have apparently
never smoked. But smoking does seem to have an independent
effect greater than other risk factors56 and to be a more
important aetiological variable than in ischaemic heart
disease.6 Most epidemiological studies have shown that raised
blood pressure is also likely to be a major risk factor for
peripheral arterial disease.'256 The direction of a possible
casual association has not, however, been confirmed.
The particularly high incidence of peripheral arterial

disease in patients with florid diabetes mellitus is well known,
but the extent to which impaired glucose tolerance in the
general population is a risk factor is less obvious. A raised
casual blood glucose concentration in the Framingham
study was more closely related to developing intermittent
claudication than heart disease and had an independent effect
when other risk factors were taken into account.9 Conflicting
results have, however, been obtained in other population
studies.24510 In Oxford, for example, Hughson et al found
that patients with intermittent claudication did not have a
higher fasting blood glucose concentration than controls.2
Furthermore, in a study in Basle that excluded known
diabetes an inverse association was found between the degree
of glucose intolerance and the occurrence of disease.'0 These
results are important because, unlike those from most other
studies,25 9 they are based on a glucose tolerance test. They do,
however, have the disadvantage of being derived from cross
sectional and not longitudinal data, and more evidence is

needed on whether impaired glucose tolerance is a risk factor
in the general population.
At least 20 studies have examined the relation between

blood cholesterol concentration and peripheral arterial
disease, and a consistent picture has not emerged; many
studies have found no relation.8 The role of high density
lipoprotein cholesterol has not been widely investigated, but
lower mean plasma concentrations have been found in those
with disease." 12 What is of particular interest is that almost
without exception serum triglyceride concentrations have
been found to be higher in patients with peripheral arterial
disease than in controls. It would be tempting to assume that
triglycerides are an important risk factor for atherosclerosis
affecting the peripheral arteries and not the coronary arteries,
but the independent effect of triglycerides has not been
examined adequately in peripheral arterial disease. In line
with the findings in coronary arterial disease the association
might well disappear when adjusted for other risk factors-
especially since triglyceride concentrations are related
inversely to concentrations of high density lipoprotein
cholesterol. '3
Any suggestion therefore of a unique risk profile for

peripheral atherosclerosis is not supported by the evidence.
Smoking seems to be particularly important, but we should be
wary that an apparently differential effect of smoking on
peripheral arterial disease and coronary arterial disease
detected in retrospective studiesmay simply be a manifestation
of a dose response relation in which more smoking is
associated with a more severe form of disease. Indeed,
claudication tends to occur in older age groups,49 when
generalised atherosclerosis is presumably more advanced. On
the other hand, people with claudication might represent
an attenuated cohort because many of those with severe
peripheral atherosclerosis might die from coronary disease at
an earlier age. Studies on symptomless subjects in the
community may give a clearer picture of the importance of
smoking.
Numerous hypotheses have been put forward to explain the

atherogenic effects of smoking,'4 but the different anatomical
structures and haemodynamics ofthe peripheral and coronary
arteries may explain the differential effects of smoking
at these sites. Atherosclerosis occurs most commonly at
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bifurcations and bends and may be related to low velocity
low shear areas forming.'4-'6 This might result in local
accumulation of lipids and other constituents, and activated
platelets and white cells might spend longer at the site,
promoting their interaction with the endothelium. Smoking is
associated with an increased packed cell volume, increased
circulating fibrinogen concentrations, and blood viscosity'" 18
and hence might encourage further blood stagnation in these
areas.'9 Thus a combination of smoking and haemodynamic
factors might promote atherogenesis in specific sites of the
arterial tree and perhaps more in peripheral than in coronary
arteries.
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Spending some of the preregistration year in general practice

Needs incentives to make it happen

"Why is it," asked one ofmy students, "that in hospital I hear
so, much that's bad about the hospital?" That student is not
alone in raising such a question.'4 When one group is critical
of another the criticism may be deserved; the critic may be
mad, sad, or bad; or neither side may understand the other.
Though there are undoubted faults in both hospitals and
general practice, the main cause of strain lies in misunder-
standing-whereas all doctors have worked in hospital only a
few hospital doctors have experience of general practice.

For this reason the Medical Health Act of 1978 allowed the
possibility that experience of general practice could be
provided in the preregistration year. The splitting of the first
year after qualification into three periods of four months with
two periods spent in traditional medical and surgical rotations
allows a preregistration doctor to be attached to a general
practice. This experience should be valuable in bridging the
gap in understanding between the two main branches of the
health service. The same idea has been attracting attention in
New Zealand, and a recent report from Australia recom-
mends a mandatory two year preregistration term including
general practice.

But the opportunity to do general practice before registra-
tion is rarely taken. There are a few reports of preregistration
doctors working in general practice,6-9 and all emphasise the
legal, administrative, and academic difficulties in such a
programme. Only a few general practices are suitable and
willing to undertake such teaching, which, unlike teaching
vocational trainees or students, carries no financial induce-
ment. The recurring presence of an inexperienced doctor in
a practice every four months is disruptive and presents
organisational problems in prescribing and continuity of care.
On the other side, young doctors may be reluctant to depart
from the usual pattern of preregistration posts and to appear

different when starting on a career already overpacked with
"essential" experience. Against these negative aspects should
be weighed the obvious enthusiasm reported by all those who
have had experience of such a scheme; subsequently no harm
has been done to a houseman's career, and the unusual
experience has aroused great interest at interviews.'

Experience in general practice for the future specialist
holds out the hope of bridging a schism which mars the health
service. Yet little is done to encourage it, and the schemes that
have been reported have struggled against considerable odds
to achieve their success. New schemes are unlikely to develop
unless rewards are offered to attract suitable applicants and
general practices. Incentives for the practices might take the
form of grants for special equipment as well as financial
reward. It is less easy to see how young doctors might be
encouraged to apply for preregistration posts in general
practice, and a. mandatory requirement as recommended in
Australia is impossible for lack of suitable practices.
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